On the issue of practice-oriented education in distance learning
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Abstract. This article discusses the challenges of implementation and organization of practice-oriented education in the format of distance learning. The distance format included all spheres of life, thus promoting implementation of federal program of digital economy of the Russian Federation. The study is based on collection, analysis and generalization of data of the Russian and foreign experience of distance learning, including the technologies of artificial intelligence, virtual practices, education in the pandemic environment. Adaptation to the innovative distance format of communications revealed certain challenges, which should be investigated separately. The aim of this article is to determine and to propose optimum methodological solutions for practice-oriented education during learning of social humanitarian disciplines. The result of this work is a set of methods used for distance learning oriented at formation of professional competences for social humanitarian disciplines. Neural interfaces, digital educational platforms, digital didactics can be attractive for digital economy, business, investments. The significance of the work is in that the rich practice of various educational structures, experience of teachers, practicians and theoreticians, exchange at various discussion sites would allow to find the optimum solution to allowable usage of distance learning regarding the Russian Federal Educational Standard as well as development of methodological apparatus of social humanitarian disciplines.
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1 Introduction

One of the main requirements to universities at the present stage of social development is provision of practice-oriented learning in addition to fundamental theoretical training [1]. The necessity of implementation of this principle is determined by validation of the Governmental Decree of the Russian Federation No. 36 dated January 22, 2001 [2], according to which it was stipulated that the rules of development and validation of educational standards should involve participation of employers, this was aimed at combination of theoretical and practical approaches to learning into single process, when the employer
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determined the competences of graduates required for further use in the employing company. The UN project Education for Sustainable Development [3] defines the development and improvement of practice-oriented learning in all educational spheres as the most important task. This is the approach to reduce employer’s expenses for post-training or retraining of a new employee with respect to features of production process. This approach is applied for education in some Russian universities (MSU, MEPhI, Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology): application centers of large corporations operate at the universities (Yandex, Severstal, Playrix, YaShZ, and others), in which students undergo practical training and, while performing application tasks, form the required professional competences. In humanitarian universities, for instance in pedagogical, mandatory pedagogic practice is carried out; in juridical universities, legal clinics are maintained (practical consulting and presentation in legal authorities and courts of the first instance).

This principle is applied not only in Russia [4, 5]. In the education process of some foreign universities, practical orientation in education is used; for instance, the GLO-BUS system, which operates as a program methodological simulator of managerial activity in order to form skills of optimization of corporate incomes and expenses [6]. Japanese experience of lifetime employment, which played a significant role in Japanese economic miracle of 1950-1970-s, assumes existence of training centers in each large corporation (not necessarily an industrial one but also offering services: the most well-known example is Hakuhodo DY Holdings, which concentrated legal support of marketing and provides professional lawyers of various specifics), where senior students completed their education and became familiar with corporate culture, thus quite often being engaged by the company for life.

All these models and technologies are interesting regarding full-time form of study, when students are bound to university and teachers can act as direct tutors. And how to form the required professional competences and to carry out practice-oriented education in distance format?

2 Methods

This work was based on the methods of cultural and historical epistemology; comparative studies of practice-oriented education in the pandemic environment in the context of distance learning discussed in scientific publications; analysis and synthesis of practical material based on studies of social humanitarian disciplines during the distance learning in universities in spring–autumn, 2020, as well as interuniversity discussions with participation of other countries; method of dialectic interaction of singular, general, and universal upon analysis of formulation of the research conclusions.

3 Discussion

Digital transformation of education assumes interdisciplinary interaction, methods, formation of adaptive learning environment, proposes new requirements to teacher’s model, student’s model, use of intelligent learning assistants in virtual environment, which can act as moderators, controllers of learning process, virtual tutors, companions of continuous learning [7, 8]. Numerous questions arise: can virtual, alternate, mixed realities create individual learning path with practical orientation? How to develop it for each student so that it would be flexible, conceptual, oriented at specific student? What technologies, technical resources and aids should be involved? What is the readiness of society and employers for employment of such narrowly focused specialists? What to do if a student is not in demand at labor market?
At present (autumn–winter 2020), thorough attention is paid to methods of formation of the required professional competences and implementation of practice-oriented learning during distance education. Development of digital didactics and digital humanitaristics becomes relevant, as well as application of neural technologies in education [9], collection of Big Data and monitoring of digital educational footprint [10]; the problem is brought forth concerning involvement of students into digital educational environment [11], holding attention, analysis of interest, creativity, emotionality, curiosity, purposefulness, cognitive processes [12] interrelated with memorization, forgetting, memory, conformity with sanitary and hygienic norms, etc.

Herewith, this is accompanied by certain problems related, firstly, with the lack of full visual contact of teacher and students due to limited use of digital information infrastructure, technical equipment of educational establishments, the absence of personal digital devices. This can hardly be achieved by such software as Zoom, Skype and the like. Secondly, this is caused by closure or restricted attendance of educational entities, limited opportunities of work, for instance, of legal consultations (clinics) with customers. Thirdly, tests of practical knowledge of students are not fully objective, since in the distance format, students have unlimited amount of reference material, opportunity to control independent actions (for instance, solution to special case, problematic situation, case assignment, arrangement of procedural documents) is very difficult and requires for high technical equipment, various digital tools. And, finally, skills of operation with PC, low digital competence of staff and students, low-speed internet, features of adjustment from various technical aids, fine software tuning and other technical problems: all this creates difficulties in acquisition of required knowledge, skills and habits by students, mastering of professional competences.

These negative issues can be eliminated by means of the following methods, which assume high level of students’ independence upon distance learning [13, 14]:

- Provision of not only solution to cases for each topic but also their independent individual preparation, solution. In this way, the teacher significantly limits possibility to copy solutions from each others, since the cases and their solutions are characterized by individual features [15–17]: for instance, preparation of documents, their demonstration; reconstruction of events, forecasting of situation and consequences; designing, simulation, development of problematic situations; business game; writing comments, reviews, essay; selection of links and references, illustrations.

- Compilation of thematic portfolio, individually or in group, where the roles and performed functions, types of work are distributed. In addition, students are forced to coordinate the prepared document packages between performers; thus, the interrelations in the group are retained [18]. This format can be widely applied in projects.

- Opportunities of software for distance learning, advanced training, webinars, online conferences, round table discussions (Zoom, Skype, etc.) can be used to engage faculty practitioners not only from Russia but from neighboring countries and beyond. This improves scientific interaction among practitioners, theoreticians, representatives of various scientific areas, which expands interdisciplinary experience exchange, attracts young researchers, allows to reveal talented persons. Practitioners can be found both in main universities, where they teach, and at forums, for instance, of practicing lawyers (https://zakon.ru/ – social networks of lawyers, https://lfacademy.ru/ – education for law officers, https://pravorub.ru/ – professional community of law officers and lawyers).

- The distance format allows to create comfort psychological and emotional environment, where students irrespective of their health state (health level, physical and intelligent features) can realize themselves on equal basis. Individual learning mode significantly reduces stresses, for instance, necessity to compete, to work in a hurry or with delays; the learned material can be reviewed at any time, since there exists electronic record of online lesson. Information, study material are presented in the new for students format, similar
to usual content from Internet, for instance: audio presentations, video lectures, podcasts, computer testing with instant evaluation and description of errors, opportunity to use not only desktop PC but smartphone as well; distance competitions; using Internet links to popular and thematic portals, social networks; simulators, virtual reality modules; smartphone applications to control and arrange, for instance, healthy sleep, nutrition, physical activity, exercising [19].

- Rapid feedback and reflection by means of chats, photo and video recording of home assignments or their demonstration, online consultations, responses with demonstration of presentations, video fragments, etc. In particular, personified model discloses individual potential of any student, allows to account for peculiar features, existing experience, interests. Such model of lessons does not exclude, among others, monitoring of function state of students [20].

4 Conclusion

The distance education is becoming a common and natural form of learning. However, another issue is how and in what ratios it will correlate with direct learning. It could be assumed that for extramural training, distance forms of advanced training and retraining, such type is very useful and expedient. As for the secondary education and the first-year university courses, most likely, only combined learning is allowable, since the skills of independent learning are not sufficiently formed. In addition, much depends on practical orientation of educational course, university, digital skills of staff, technical equipment of establishments, digital culture of users, diversity of digital didactics and its efficiency. Nowadays this is a very relevant field of study for various sciences, as well as for attracting attention of business and authorities [21, 22]. The versatile practice of application, analysis of errors and opportunities, online communications and experience transfer at discussion sites would allow to find the optimum solution to practice-oriented learning in distance format.
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